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Chapter 451 

There are samurais on the opposite side! 

“Father!” Zhou Zhiye covered his face in disbelief. 

She Sihan smiled slightly and said, “Uncle Zhou, it’s a good thing you just made a move, otherwise Sihan 

would be injured.” 

Zhou Yutang’s face was gloomy, and then he said, “She Sihan, your goal has been achieved, you can go 

back.” 

“Uncle Zhou, your son was going to hit me just now, shouldn’t you apologize?” She Sihan had a slight 

look of grievance on her face, and her acting skills were pretty good. 

‘This Zhou Zhiye is really reckless. I have saved face for you, and you still want to beat someone!’ 

When a toad wants to eat swan meat and doesn’t care about his own virtue! 

“Zhou Zhiye must apologize!” Gao Can suddenly shouted from the crowd. He belongs to the bishop’s 

faction. Of course, he was very happy to see such a situation. He also wants to beat the dog in the 

water.[Bully the poor] 

Following Gao Can’s yell, the teenagers who were bullied by Zhou Zhiye before also started to boo. 

Donghuang Li said silently: “It’s really pitiful, being targeted by so many people.” 

“Ah Li, if you knew his character before this week’s night, you wouldn’t feel any pity.” Fei Bai said lightly. 

Ziche Qingyi remained silent. In fact, no one interrupted. After all, the She family brought a samurai to 

the scene. Who would dare to mess around? 

Zhou Zhiye, who fell on the ground, stood up slowly, staring at She Sihan with a pair of blood-red eyes. 

There was a pure white aura exuding from his body! 

“What’s going on? How could his strength…” 

“Zhou Zhiye is showing off even at this time!” 

“It’s a big reversal. She Sihan will probably regret it!” 

Zhou Zhiye’s aura became stronger and stronger, while his blood-red eyes turned white. His level 

continued to rise. 

She Sihan took a step back in disbelief. She didn’t expect Zhou Zhiye to have such a reaction. 

Zhou Yutang, who was behind him, was very relieved that his son had been holding back all the time. He 

was still the strong boy from before. 

With the increase in strength, the dining table was shaking, and Zhou Zhiye was shining like a ray of 

sunshine. 



Grade-one martial apprentice… grade-ten martial apprentice… grade-one warrior… grade-ten warrior… 

Everyone was shocked! The family is going to rise! Zhou Zhiye has risen again and has grown even 

stronger than before! 

A wave of spiritual pressure gradually dissipated, and everyone felt it. What a terrifying strength! This 

Zhou Zhiye was only 16 years old and reached grade-ten warrior. He’s too fierce! 

There is no second genius like him in the entire Federation! 

She Sihan was slapped in the face. Although she didn’t make a sound, it hurt a lot! Missing such a man. If 

she didn’t call off the wedding, she would be the woman of the future superstar, the object of envy of all 

women! 

Boom! 

A ray of white light shot straight into the sky, and Zhou Zhiye actually reached the realm of a first-rank 

samurai! 

God! How is this possible!? 

He’s only 16 years old, yet he’s already a samurai-level master! A samurai of this age was also a genius-

level person in the imperial capital! 

She Sihan stared blankly at Zhou Zhiye, stupefied… Liu Qing was also astounded. It was the first time he 

had seen such a young samurai. 

Especially from nothing to this! It’s like upgrading from level 0 to level 10 in seconds. From an ordinary 

person to a samurai in an instant! 

Those young people who laughed at Zhou Yeye just now shut up. They were fear-stricken. The rising 

Zhou Yeye will definitely take his revenge! 

They feel so regretful all of a sudden, it would be nice if She Sihan had left just now. Why did she want 

him to apologize as well!? 

Now it won’t be someone else’s turn to apologize, but yours! 

Fei Bai and Ziche Qingyi were both stunned. Zhou Zhiye had reached the rank of grade-one samurai. The 

gap is not ordinary! 

Donghuang Li licked her ice cream, feeling the same way. From a small salted fish to a big salted fish, but 

still a salted fish. 

Zhou Zhiye slowly opened his eyes, feeling his long-lost power, looked at She Sihan in front of him, and 

said, “I told you, I will make you regret it! Thirty years in Hedong and thirty years in Hexi, don’t bully the 

young and poor!” 

At that moment, when Zhou Zhiye said such a sentence, everyone did not refute it or even laugh. Who 

would dare to laugh at a 16-year-old samurai? They don’t want to die yet! 



But Donghuang Li was amused, pointed at Zhou Zhiye, and said: “Haha, Ah Li has heard you say it three 

times~” 

Everyone in the audience: “…” 

Fei Bai and Zi Che Qingyi immediately covered Donghuang Li’s little mouth. Little ancestor, that’s a 

samurai! Don’t laugh! 

Fei Bai said in a low voice: “Ah Li, not three times, but twice. One time it was said by She Sihan.” 

“Oh~ Is that so? Ah Li misremembered, I’m really sorry.” Donghuang Li was too focused on eating just 

now. 

Zhou Zhiye glanced at this side coldly, all those who laughed at him would be taught a lesson! 

But first, let those people in front of him regret it! 

“She Sihan, if you kneel down and beg now, I will accept you as a concubine!” Zhou Zhiye said coldly. 

Many people think that what Zhou Zhiye made sense. Although being a concubine is not as good as 

being a wife, it is a great honor to be a samurai’s concubine. 

After hearing this, She Sihan’s pretty face turned white and red. She didn’t expect this trash to explode! 

“Hmph! Zhou Zhiye, so what? My She family is going to the imperial capital soon. Have you ever been 

there? Do you know how many people like you are in the imperial capital? Even if you suddenly have 

strength now, in our eyes, you will always be a good-for-nothing!” 

Liu Qing, on the side, sighed endlessly. Even in the imperial capital, this Zhou Zhiye could be considered 

a genius. You can still be a concubine now, but you won’t have a chance in the future. 

“Haha! I, Zhou Zhiye, dare not say that I am a top genius, but looking at the entire Cang Lie Star, how 

many can be like me? A 16-year-old grade-one samurai! She Sihan, I know you are very regretful now, so 

stop pretending and kneel down to admit your mistake! You can still be my concubine.” 

It’s really a turn of events. One second, She Sihan was suppressing Zhou Zhiye, and the next second, 

Zhou Zhiye rose and slapped She Sihan in the face! 

She Sihan tightly clenched her pink fist, ‘Why did this bastard rise up? He is trash! Total rubbish!’ 

At this moment, a domestic airship arrived in the sky, and under a blue light, a fat man suddenly 

appeared. 

“Father!” She Sihan yelled aggrievedly. 

Slap! 

She Hua slapped her. She secretly came to divorce without telling him! 

‘If it wasn’t for someone’s report just now, I would have missed a genius son-in-law. A 16-year-old 

samurai! From now on, he will be the Marquis and Prime Minister! 

Everyone was stunned! 



This reversed one after another, and the Patriarch of the She family got off the spaceship just to slap his 

daughter. 
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She Sihan covered her cheeks, while her eyes were filled with shock. Her father hit her in front of so 

many people! 

‘I came here to break the engagement. Although you didn’t say anything, you must have known it and 

implicitly consented!’ 

Yet he even hit her! 

Wronged. 

She Sihan felt extremely wronged! 

She Hua walked towards Zhou Yutang, reached out to hold his hand, and said apologetically, “Old Zhou! 

I’m really causing you trouble. My unfilial daughter did such a thing without telling me. I let you down.” 

This guy came here without any shame as the other party regained their strength. 

He wouldn’t be here if this Zhou Zhiye hadn’t regained his strength! 

Zhou Yutang also didn’t want to make a big fuss. After all, She Hua’s cousin was an official in the imperial 

capital. 

‘I can’t afford to offend them and since they’ve given me face, then I should forget about it.’ 

“Old She, don’t say such things, it’s all a misunderstanding… a misunderstanding.” Zhou Yutang showed 

a long-lost smile, forcing the She family to bow their heads. 

‘I used to be happy that my son was able to climb up to the She family, but now, the She family is going 

to climb up to my son’s coattail!’ 

Fei Bai said in a low voice: “It’s really shameless, it’s too shameless. He can give up everything for the 

sake of profit.” 

Donghuang Li looked very confused. She still needs more time to understand some things at such an 

age. 

“This is marriage.” Ziche Qingyi said lightly. She could not escape the shackles of fate. 

Fei Bai comforted: “In the future, you will find a man who treats you well.” 

Donghuang Li immediately covered her face. He pushed the girl he liked towards others! Such a thing 

had never been seen before. 

Ziche Qingyi said calmly: “That’s definitely better than you!” 



Fei Bai smiled dryly. 

In the arena, She Hua smiled at Zhou Zhiye who was next to him: “Yeye, Sihan is too immature. Uncle 

has already taught her a lesson. Don’t be angry, we are all family.”[Yeye is just an affectionate term] 

“Who is family with her? “Zhou Zhiye shouted coldly. 

She Hua’s face froze. The boy must feel bad about being humiliated. 

“She insulted my Zhou family so much just now, Uncle She. What’s the deal?” Zhou Zhiye questioned, 

knowing that he is a worthy investment for others. Why did he just show up now? Does he really think 

that Zhou Zhiye is a fool? 

She Hua’s heart was burning, the achievements of this Zhou Zhiye were extraordinary. He must hold on! 

“Sihan, come here!” She Hua shouted angrily! 

She Sihan covered her cheeks and walked over slowly. 

“Apologize to Zhiye!” 

She Sihan opened her beautiful eyes wide: “Father, how can I apologize?” 

“Not only will you apologize, but also kneel. Who asked you to break the engagement? It seems your 

galls are really big!” She Hua shouted angrily. 

“Father, you actually want your daughter to kneel! I won’t kneel!” She Sihan is also a woman with 

character. She doesn’t regret what she said! 

She Hua said in a deep voice, “I think you are getting too bold!” 

He directly pressed his daughter to the ground. Although she was not kneeling, it showed her attitude. 

Of course, Zhou Yutang was red-faced at this time, so he hurriedly helped She Sihan up, and said with a 

smile: “It’s normal for young people to be noisy, don’t you think so Zhiye?” 

She Hua also said: “That’s right, this little one is young and angry, but she will be calm after giving birth.” 

Zhou Zhiye suddenly smiled: “That’s right. When Sihan gives birth to my child, she will be much more 

honest.” When the two fathers heard this, they were shocked and started laughing. 

Only She Sihan knows what Zhou Zhiye means, ‘This trash must be wanting to torture me. You are not 

worthy of me at all! You are a piece of rubbish yet you want me to give birth to your child! 

“Hi~” 

There was another burp. Donghuang Li couldn’t help touching her belly. She was really full. If she 

continued eating like this, soon she would turn into an ugly piglet. 

“Hiccup~” 

Donghuang Li couldn’t help but hiccup again. Everyone looked at her. Hiccups are very weird on such an 

occasion and make it seem that you don’t give others face. 



Facing the eyes of so many people, Donghuang Li still apologized politely: “Sorry, Ah Li is too full.” 

However, Zhou Zhiye has endured her for a long time! 

‘This little girl is trying to disgust me!’ 

‘Do you know what I am now? Grade-one samurai! Even if I went to the imperial capital, I would be 

considered a genius! How can you tolerate a little girl’s ridicule?’ 

“Come here! Take this kid out for me. Not everyone can sneak in and steal!” Zhou Zhiye shouted at the 

guards. 

In fact, Zhou Zhiye has already done a big reversal tonight, and the pretense was also very good. The She 

family bowed their heads, and the others were also bowing their heads. 

It is enough to prove how high the pressure of Zhou Zhiye is. 

Life’s going well yet you’re meddling with a child, and that too, Donghuang Li. 

Don’t you know that her daddy is the supreme overlord? 

You actually openly said that their children steal food. You are pretending to act cool. This little brother 

should die! 

Hearing others say that she was stealing food, Donghuang Li didn’t want to, and said aggrievedly: “Ah Li 

didn’t steal food!” 

“Guards! Why don’t you come here? Take this little girl out quickly! She’s an eyesore!” Zhou Zhiye spoke 

again. 

At this time, Fei Bai stood up: “Zhou Zhiye! I brought her in!” 

Zhou Zhiye sneered: “Fei Bai, what are you? What right do you have to bring people in like your pets?” 

“You!” Fei Bai was so angry that the villain gained power! The villain is so powerful! 

“Then what about me?” Ziche Qingyi stood up and asked. 

Her father, on the side, was furious. ‘This Zhou Zhiye is no longer a spicy chicken, he is a grade-one 

samurai! Don’t mess with him. You can’t afford him!’ 

“Ziche Qingyi, make sure to bring in suitable people and not any random cats and dogs in the future. Can 

the food from my Zhou family be eaten by just anybody?” 

Zhou Zhiye’s words hit Donghuang Li, and she felt extremely wronged and retorted: “Ah Li is not a cat or 

a dog. Ah Li has daddy mommy.” 

Seeing that Donghuang Li’s eyes were red, Ziche Qingyi said coldly: “Zhou Zhiye, don’t think you can do 

anything after being promoted to a samurai. Don’t take everyone seriously. Ah Li is still a child. Why are 

you yelling?” 

Zhou Zhiye’s face turned cold. If it was ten minutes ago, he could bear it, but now? 

No! 



“Ziche Qingyi, I think you are also a member of the royal family. Don’t be shameless! You and this little 

brat, get out of here!” Zhou Zhiye shouted with his hands behind his back. 

This is why Zhou Zhiye attracts people’s hatred. It’s just that now that he has risen, no one dares to 

make a sound. 
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Everyone was quiet, and even those intelligent robots stopped delivering wine. They all felt Zhou Zhiye’s 

pressure and shivered with fright. 

This was the clamor from a grade-one samurai, who would dare to provoke him in this small Long’an 

City? Not even Liu Qing would, even though he was also a grade-one samurai. 

Because Zhou Zhiye was only 16 years old, making his future boundless! 

She Sihan stood by the side without saying a word, cursing this villain’s sudden increased power in her 

heart. If he hadn’t risen suddenly, how could she be beaten by her father, and be humiliated in front of 

so many people? The whole of Long’an City will go crazy tomorrow! 

She Sihan thought of the title “The Gold Digger Gets Slapped in the Face, Master Zhou’s Rise Again, 

Long’an City!” 

“Zhou Zhiye, what kind of man are you to bully girls and children?” Fei Bai stepped forward, standing in 

front of Ziche Qingyi and Donghuang Li. 

Zhou Zhiye sneered and said: “Fei Bai, I told you just now! Go back to your bishop’s faction and don’t act 

wild in my territory!” 

“Zhou Zhiye, it doesn’t matter if you are a grade-one samurai now. With your character, you are still a 

spicy chicken!” 

Zhou Zhiye suddenly laughed. This year, he has been suppressed, and now he finally shows off his 

power. Who can understand this feeling? 

“So what? Even if I slapped you in the face, who would dare to speak for you?” After finishing speaking, 

he slapped into the void! 

Slap! 

Fei Bai was slapped and hit the dining table next to him, while the delicious food was scattered all over 

the floor. 

“Fei Bai!” Ziche Qingyi exclaimed and ran forward. There was nothing serious, but he was slapped in the 

face. 

Slapped in the face! 

This scene once again shocked everyone. This requires strong spirit control. 



Nobody expected this Zhou Zhiye to be so powerful! In a few years, he can even break through from a 

samurai to a martial master! Even if he goes to the imperial capital, he will still be considered a genius. 

He might even be lucky enough to meet the president of the Federation. In a few decades, he would 

become a martial king! 

Then, a fourth martial king will appear in the entire Federation. Everyone felt that they were the 

witnesses of the future martial king. They were very excited, but they dared not say more. 

“A little trash, dare to yell in front of me, Zhou Zhiye. I’ll beat you like a dog! Drag them all out!” Zhou 

Zhiye snorted coldly, not accounting for anyone’s face. He will be famous throughout the whole world in 

the future. Fierce stars, or even entire galaxies! 

As long as he appears, everyone has to kneel to greet him. At that time, he’ll have plenty of women to 

choose from. 

Thinking of this, Zhou Zhiye let out a wild laugh. 

It seems that he has been suppressed for too long, and his way of thinking is distorted. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Suddenly, three muffled noises came from the audience, and a guard wearing a mecha flew out 

backward. Another one was trapped deep in the wall and couldn’t be pulled out. 

However, this was not the point, as everyone stared at that small figure. 

It was her just now, as she stretched out her small hand, and shook a two-meter-tall man like a doll. 

Fei Bai and Ziche Qingyi were also stunned. In their hearts, and even the ones who participated in the 

test, they all subconsciously felt that there was a malfunction in the device, rather than it being blown 

away by Donghuang Li. 

The three men in mechas flew away and became dizzy all at once. 

After all, people wearing mechas were also capable. According to the level of mechas of this guard, at 

least they have the strength of a grade-three martial apprentice. 

Although Zhou Zhiye was surprised, he was soon relieved as it was nothing much to knock down the 

three guards. 

There were still traces of moisture in the corners of Donghuang Li’s eyes, and it was obvious that she 

had just cried out of anger, and said in a choked tone: “No wonder everyone ignores you, so you are so 

annoying!” 

“So what? The strong are the ones who are respected. You can’t afford to mess with me! Gao Can, if you 

have the ability, you can try cursing at me!” Zhou Zhiye looked at Gao Can in the crowd, who had a very 

good rhythm just now, but now he is silent. 



Gao Can in the crowd bowed his head and remained silent. If this Zhou Zhiye was just a warrior, he could 

still scold him, because his brother is also a warrior, but he is a samurai! 

“Little friend, look, who dares to scold me?” Zhou Zhiye spread his hands as if no one in the world would 

dare to scold him. 

“You’re an idiot. Ah Li looks down on you.” Donghuang Li couldn’t help cursing. Her mother educated 

her to be a sensible and polite girl, but this Zhou Zhiye was really disgusting! She wanted to scold him! 

Everyone was shocked. How could this kid be so ignorant? She even insulted a samurai. Not to say just 

scolding, she even looked down upon… oh my god. 

If a samurai is furious, no one can stop his anger! 

Faced with a child’s innocent scolding, she seems to be saying something genuine. 

This feeling made Zhou Zhiye very unhappy! 

“Little kid, try to curse again!” Zhou Zhiye’s face turned cold. He was not joking this time. 

Everyone was trying to hint Donghuang Li not to offend a 16-year-old samurai again! If you go on like 

this, you will get hurt! 

Nobody wanted to see such a cute child get hurt, but they didn’t dare to take her side. 

Donghuang Li shouted again with her sweet voice: “You are a salted fish, and even if you gain a little bit 

of power, you are still a salted fish.” Like father, like daughter. Donghuang Li also learned her father’s 

catchphrase. 

As soon as these words came out, everyone gasped. Little ancestor, now that you’ve said such words, no 

one can save you. 

Zhou Zhiye exuded a powerful pressure. With a gloomy face, he instantly disappeared from his place, 

and came near Donghuang Li, looking down at the little girl in front of him. 

There is an obvious difference in height between the two. Although Zhou Zhiye was only 16 years old, 

his height was already 1.78m, while Donghuang Li only reached the knees of others. Even if she wants to 

meet the other person’s eyes, she has to raise her head. [5’10ish] 

“Little kid! Do you know what you just said?” Zhou Zhiye’s fists were clenched tightly, exuding a faint 

white glow, as if white flames were covering his fists. 

Donghuang Li didn’t have any fear at all, and said in a childish voice, “Do you think you are very 

powerful? You have never seen real power. When you see real power, you will realize that you are 

nothing. A salted fish is a salted fish after all and no matter how evolved it is, it cannot escape its 

essence!” 

Everyone felt that although the child’s voice was immature, she felt like a small adult, and there was 

even an illusion that her small body was gradually getting taller. 

“Haha! I didn’t expect you to have such a sharp mouth at such a young age. Today I will teach you a 

lesson. What should be said, and what shouldn’t!” 
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Fuck! 

A 16-year-old, grade-one samurai actually wanted to bully a child! Everyone was speechless! This is 

simply too inhumane! 

Seeing that Donghuang Li was about to be bullied, Ziche Qingyi rushed over. 

However, she was pushed away by Zhou Zhiye’s palm: “Ziche Qingyi! You better not meddle in my 

business! Otherwise, you will not even have anywhere to live!” 

Ziche Qingyi glared at Zhou Zhiye: “I am telling you, if you touch Ah Li today, her parents will not spare 

you!” 

In fact, Fei Bai and Ziche Qingyi were feeling very guilty, as they promised Ah Li’s father to take good 

care of her. They didn’t expect to encounter such a thing and were feeling ashamed as they had no 

strength to fight back. 

If something goes wrong, how will they explain it to Ah Li’s parents? 

“That’s just right, I will beat her so much that even her parents won’t recognize her!” At this time, Zhou 

Zhiye was extremely cruel as his humanity seemed to be eaten away. 

Donghuang Li looked at her brother and sister’s pained faces and then looked at Zhou Zhiye in front of 

her. At first, she thought he was pitiful, as she even wanted to reach out to help him. She really felt 

deeply ashamed of her actions. Such a person should not be pitied! 

“Little guy, today I will replace your parents and teach you a good lesson!” Zhou Zhiye raised his hand as 

he said that. 

The people present couldn’t bear to see this scene as they turned their faces away. It was too much 

bullying! 

At this time, Donghuang Li lost her innocence, and said in a deep voice: “No one can replace my daddy 

and mommy!” 

With a light foot pad, her palm lightly patted Zhou Zhiye’s chest, making him fly across the room! 

However, this movement was extremely fast, and even Zhou Zhiye didn’t notice Donghuang Li in front of 

him. His expression was still ferocious, and his palms were still raised! 

There was no slap in the face as expected, but instead, Zhou Zhiye was slapped into the air. His center of 

gravity was unstable and he fell down. 

Everyone was stunned. Zhou Zhiye was a grade-one samurai. How could he be sent flying like that? 

Zhou Yutang was stunned, while She Hua was also dumbfounded. She Sihan and Gao Can were both 

smiling at his state. 



Zhou Zhiye, who fell to the ground, opened his eyes wide. How could this be possible? This kid was 

clearly in front of him. Why didn’t he hit her, and he even tripped down? 

It’s fine if he didn’t hit her, but how could he fall down? 

Such a result made Zhou Zhiye even angrier. This was his first battle after reaching the rank of samurai, 

yet he fell down. 

Zhou Zhiye stood up abruptly and looked at Donghuang Li. His expression became more ferocious, and 

without saying a word, he sent a punch toward Donghuang Li! 

Everyone exclaimed. 

However, Donghuang Li looked at Zhou Zhiye indifferently as she stretched out her little index finger, 

and tapped on his fist. 

Zhou Zhiye froze at that moment. 

How is this possible? 

A child actually blocked the fist of a grade-one samurai with her finger. It was unimaginable and 

unprecedented. 

Everyone was stunned, and even the robots were stunned. 

“You!!! You!!! How is that possible!?” Zhou Zhiye looked at the short Donghuang Li and said 

intermittently. At that moment, he was even doubting whether his strength gain was fake. 

Donghuang Li said angrily: “Ah Li told you. There is always a higher sky. You are just a little samurai, yet 

you really think you are very powerful? My daddy can kill you with one breath.” 

“No! Impossible!” Zhou Zhiye stared at Donghuang Li with eyes as big as copper bells and backed away. 

‘Why can this kid block my fist with her fingers? I am a grade-one samurai!’ 

Suddenly, there seemed to be a hot feeling in his chest. 

The spiritual energy in the body is uncontrollably strung together. What’s going on? 

Zhou Zhiye suddenly knelt on the ground with his hands propped on the ground. His expression made it 

seem that he was in agony. His originally ferocious face was even more distorted, and his whole body 

was flushed red. 

Zhou Yutang hurriedly went to his son to check the situation, his face darkened. The spiritual energy in 

his son’s body was out of control. 

She Hua frowned, and said to Liu Qing: “Go and see how he is.” 

She Sihan sneered, ‘Retribution! Nemesis! He deserved it!’ 

Everyone was paying attention to the changes in Zhou Zhiye. Is this the prelude to another 

breakthrough? I heard that it is very painful when one breaks through. 



Liu Qing was much stronger than Zhou Yutang, and he realized the problem in an instant. His 

complexion changed drastically. 

The spiritual energy in Zhou Zhiye’s body was really messed up, but this was not ordinarily 

uncontrollable, but scrambling to escape! This also means that Zhou Zhiye has been crippled! 

How is this possible? How can a grade-one samurai be crippled so easily? Unless the opponent was a 

martial master! 

Liu Qing immediately tore off Zhou Zhiye’s clothes. There was a small handprint on his chest. 

Then he looked at Donghuang Li again. Even he didn’t see her when she attacked him. 

Or is it that he was so frightened that he couldn’t even notice it? 

“Master Samurai, how is my son?” Zhou Yutang had a bad feeling. 

Liu Qing shook his head, walked back to She Hua, and told She Hua about the situation, making She Hua 

shake his head disappointedly. 

Everyone can read the expressions of these people. This Zhou Zhiye was not achieving another 

breakthrough, but rather there was another possibility. 

Some young people suddenly smiled. Nice! God has eyes! 

“Father, I feel so bad.” Zhou Zhiye grabbed his father’s arm and asked for help like a child. He didn’t 

have the strength to stand up. 

Zhou Yutang remained silent. 

Zhou Zhiye turned to look at Donghuang Li not far away: “What did you do to me? Did you poison me? 

I’m going to kill you! I’m going to kill you!” 

Poof! 

Zhou Zhiye finally couldn’t hold back anymore and spewed a mouthful of blood. A powerful pressure 

erupted from his body, soaring straight into the sky. 

Different from the previous ones when it fell from the sky a few minutes ago, but now it has emerged 

from the body into the sky. As if returning to its source. 

“Ahhh!!!” This was accompanied by Zhou Zhiye’s unwilling roar. 

After a while, everything calmed down. 

Zhou Zhiye just vomited a mouthful of blood, nothing serious, but now his life would be worse than 

death. 

“My power…my power…where did my power go!?” Gradually, Zhou Zhiye became crazy, looking at his 

hands in disbelief. 

“It’s you! It’s you!” The crazy Zhou Zhiye suddenly stood up and ran towards Donghuang Li, but at a 

slower speed, as if he was a normal person. 



The current Fei Bai and Ziche Qingyi are gods in ordinary people’s eyes. 

Ziche Qingyi slapped Zhou Zhiye away. 

Zhou Yutang couldn’t bear it: “Come here! Surround me!” 

Dozens of combatants suddenly appeared on the scene, and some even flew in the air with the help of 

high technology to guard him. 
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“Zhou Yutang, what do you want to do?” Ziche Qinyi’s father asked angrily. 

‘Your son was a samurai just now, so everyone put up with it, but now your son is nothing! Do you think 

everyone can bear it? No wonder this Zhou Zhiye is so arrogant, it must be hereditary.’ 

“Zhou Yutang, you are going too far. Everyone belongs to the royal family, yet you actually sent troops!” 

Some bigwigs in the crowd began to speak. 

‘Just now your son is very, very much! But now your son is worse than a dog! May I ask what capital you 

have left? You should tuck your tail between your legs.’ 

“Zhou Yutang, your son is no longer a samurai. Where do you have the confidence? How shameless you 

are.” 

This person’s words are very straightforward. Just now your son was arrogant and didn’t put anyone in 

his eyes. Who do you think you are? 

“Zhou Yutang, I will file a report tomorrow to expel your Zhou family. The royal faction doesn’t need 

someone like you.” The person who spoke seemed to be quite powerful. 

Zhou Yutang’s face turned pale and turned blue. Just now, when his son rose, those people dared not 

say or do anything. But now that his son is in trouble, they instantly turn their faces and deny any 

relation. 

Zhou Zhiye struggled to get up, unwilling to accept this reality, pointed at the crowd and shouted: “I am 

a samurai! You can’t do this! Believe it or not, I will kill you in minutes!” 

Gao Can laughed loudly at this time: “Zhou Zhiye, you still haven’t figured out the situation. You are no 

longer a warrior. You are still the same old spicy chicken! That villain!” 

“Fuck your mother, I am still a samurai! I’ll still be a martial king, you all remember! I, Zhou Zhiye, will 

become a martial king in the near future, and then I will make living hell for your bunch!” Zhou Zhiye 

roared hoarsely, how could he accept such a sudden change!? 

‘A few minutes ago, I was still in control of the overall situation, and everyone looked at me with fear, 

for fear of offending the future martial king, but a few minutes later, everything I had was gone!’ 

‘Although it was only a few minutes, it caused an earth-shaking change in my life!’ 



In fact, Donghuang Li is also very smart now, which shows that Ye Hua’s teaching is very good. 

It’s easy to kill people, but it’s very difficult to make others despair. 

When Ye Hua encircled and suppressed Tianfu last time, he taught that one must first give hope to 

others, and then let his hope be shattered, so as to achieve deep despair. That kind of despair is more 

painful than instant death. 

Donghuang Li looked at Zhou Zhiye who was screaming in despair, and the corners of her mouth curled 

up a little bit. ‘What daddy said was really right. This kind of person needs despair. I just needed to 

cripple him, and now everyone he offended are shouting their grievances.’ 

Don’t look at Donghuang Li’s young age. She actually knows a lot and is very smart. Crippling or killing 

were the two options for her. Although the latter was better, she would have become a little devil. 

Ah Li is a good girl who never kills. 

So the former is the better choice. Now she doesn’t even need to make a move, and others’ saliva is 

enough to drown that hateful and arrogant Zhou Zhiye. 

The members of the Zhou family were in a panic, and they all looked at their patriarch. Zhou Yutang had 

no other choice but to ask his in-laws for help, hoping to fetch some support. 

“Brother She, I…” 

Before Zhou Yutang could say anything, She Hua said flatly, “It’s getting late, so I’ll go back first. As for 

the marriage contract, I think they are really not suitable, so let’s let it go.” 

“!” 

Zhou Yutang froze in place, this world is so cold! 

If it wasn’t for Zhou Zhiye’s strength as a samurai just now, how could She Hua bow his head and even 

push his daughter to kneel and make an apology? 

‘This little bastard didn’t give me any face just now, so why should I give you any face?’ 

She Sihan laughed coquettishly, pointed at Zhou Zhiye on the ground, and said: “Zhou Zhiye, if you kneel 

and kowtow in front of me now, I will accept you as a pet boy!!!” 

“She Sihan, I will still say the same thing, you will regret it! Thirty years in Hedong and thirty years in 

Hexi, don’t bully the young and poor!” 

When Zhou Zhiye said these words, the audience was silent. 

Donghuang Li said silently: “This is really the third time.” 

In an instant, the audience burst into laughter. You, Zhou Zhiye, still have the face to say such a thing? 

It’s simply arrogant to the extreme. If it were me, I would bear it! Don’t keep digging a hole for yourself. 

Hearing everyone’s ridicule, Zhou Zhiye seemed to have lost a lot at once and sat powerlessly on the 

ground. How could he still have the domineering aura and aggressiveness now? 



If Zhou Zhiye hadn’t provoked Donghuang Li just now, Donghuang Li wouldn’t have made trouble for me 

and just watched by the side as he pretended to act cool. 

But you don’t want to live, you just want to die! 

This is because Donghuang Li didn’t want to kill people. If Ye Hua and Donghuang Baizhi were here, how 

could they allow their daughter to feel wronged? 

“Zhou Zhiye, I didn’t know that you had got a talent for being a comic. If you have no money in the 

future, you can still be a clown, especially your catchphrase, which makes people laugh out loud.” She 

Sihan finished speaking and left with her father. 

Zhou Zhiye looked at the departing spaceship and shouted: “She Sihan, you will regret it, and when I rise 

again, I will slowly torture you!” 

Donghuang Li reminded: “You will not rise again because your spiritual roots have been abolished by 

me.” 

The spiritual root has been abolished! 

Zhou Zhiye seemed to be struck by five peals of thunder and his head kept buzzing. Everyone knew what 

it meant to have their spiritual roots destroyed. He would just be an ordinary person from now on. 

When the young teenagers heard that Zhou Zhiye’s spiritual roots were abolished, they immediately felt 

relieved. Not only the teenagers, but even some elders felt relieved. They were a little worried about 

Zhou Zhiye’s breakthrough again. If he could still rise, they would need to kneel and lick, but now it 

seems that there is no need. 

It’s good… It’s good… 

It can be seen from this that Zhou Zhiye’s status in everyone’s hearts is no more than that of a mouse 

crossing the street. 

“Why? Why are you doing this to me?” Zhou Zhiye asked Donghuang Li. 

Donghuang Li was very angry, ‘You still had the face to ask why?’ 

“Because you are really annoying, and you are the worst person I have ever seen pretending to act cool. 

That idiot prince is much better than you. At least he still pretends with his brain, but you are really 

brainless and someone who likes to bully children. Shameless!” Donghuang Li’s words made Zhou Zhiye 

feel very uncomfortable, and it was like a needle stuck in his chest. 

“Father, take revenge for me and kill this little child! Kill her! Otherwise, I won’t die in peace!” Zhou 

Zhiye begged his father bitterly. It was this little bastard who crippled him. 

Chapter 456 

Nobody said a word again, which also expressed their attitudes, as they didn’t want to go into the 

muddy water. Who knows what will happen later? 

To put it bluntly, it’s all for profit, and they won’t do things that don’t benefit them. 



But they seem to have forgotten about the problem. 

At this time, Ziche Qingyi said in a deep voice: “Zhou Zhiye, are you crazy? Is your brain out of order? 

Have you forgotten who crippled you?” 

Yes! Zhou Zhiye had the strength of a grade-one samurai yet Donghuang Li was able to cripple him 

without anyone knowing. It shows how terrifying her strength was! 

Zhou Zhiye couldn’t suppress her with the strength of a samurai, let alone with his current condition! 

There were bursts of voices from the crowd, and they all realized that they needed to curry favor with 

this little girl. She is the real future star! 

“Zhou Yutang, you tried to bully a child today!” 

“If you dare to bully her, we will definitely encircle and suppress you!” 

“That’s right, it’s shameless for such a big person to bully a child!” 

‘Who is bullying whom now? It’s fine if you don’t help the weak, but you even speak for the murderer!’ 

Zhou Yutang said in a deep voice: “Don’t forget, she was the one who crippled my son!” 

Fei Bai said in a deep voice: “That’s your son’s own fault. Who asked him to provoke Ah Li? Can Ah Li be 

bullied by you?” 

Gao Can in the crowd shouted: “Is your son the only one who is allowed to bully others? Who do you 

think you are? This is a world where the strong are respected. It’s giving you face that your son was just 

crippled and not killed! ” 

The crowd immediately followed suit. 

Donghuang Li let out a sigh of relief. ‘These people are really going to make do with the wind. If Ah Li 

was just an ordinary child, Ah Li would definitely be bullied to death.’ 

“Enough!” Zhou Zhiye shouted angrily, and slowly stood up. 

With Zhou Zhiye’s roar, everyone fell silent, not knowing what this person was going to do. 

Zhou Zhiye suddenly picked up a small knife and clamped it on his neck: “Don’t you want me to die? 

Then I will die for you to see!” 

Nobody expected that Zhou Zhiye would do such a thing. 

But who is forcing you to die? Are you kidding me? Do you still want to win everyone’s sympathy? 

“Zhou Zhiye, if you dare to commit suicide today, I will pay respects to you the next time I see you.” Gao 

Can said loudly, which aroused the support of the younger generation. 

But here comes the problem. If he dies, how can they meet? 

This assumption does not seem to be correct. 



But none of them seemed to try to persuade Zhou Zhiye, it was really embarrassing. He was really a 

failure for a human being. 

“Great! You are right! I will save my life for our future meeting, and will settle the scores with you later.” 

After speaking, Zhou Zhiye dropped the knife in his hand. 

This move really makes people speechless. The promise of suicide is broken! 

Fei Bai laughed slowly: “Still shameless as always.” 

Ziche Qingyi nodded. If he had committed suicide just now, she would have respected him. Who knew it 

was just a show? 

Zhou Zhiye cupped his hands to his father and said, “Father, don’t worry, your son won’t embarrass you. 

Even if I lose my spiritual roots, I still have a way. Now I will practice in seclusion.” 

Zhou Yutang sighed deeply. There are too many changes, and his old heart can’t stand such a toss. 

Following Zhou Zhiye’s departure, Donghuang Li didn’t say anything. After all, she had to give others 

hope. Because of this, despair will be even more aggravated. When he comes to her after he finished 

training, he would find out that he is still a salted fish, alas~ 

‘I miss daddy and mommy. The outside world is so complicated. Ah Li is still just a child. Just look for 

daddy to act like a baby, and look for mommy to kiss. So I don’t want to live like this…’ 

“Brother Fei, Sister Qingyi, Ah Li wants to go back…” Donghuang Li murmured, really wanting to fall into 

daddy’s arms to sleep. 

Ziche Qingyi hugged Donghuang Li, and said with a slight smile: “Okay, sister will take you home.” 

Ziche Qingyi’s father gave her a look as if he wanted his daughter to accompany the child and build a 

good relationship. 

Of course, Ziche Qingyi knew about her father’s look, but she didn’t want to, so she and Fei Bai left 

Zhou’s house. 

This is the end of a short episode… 

However, if Donghuang Li wants to achieve the level of her father, she needs a lot of practice. After all, it 

can’t be achieved overnight. 

On the other hand, Ye Hua took his two wives to a bar. Of course… this happened an hour ago. 

Xi Tingting respectfully led the way, and Ye Hua walked behind with his wives in his arms. At this time, 

he had already reached the passage of the bar. This all-night is very high-tech, changing scenes from 

time to time, snow, ocean, and outer space, resulting in shocking people. 

But for the locals, this is no surprise. 

Seeing that Baizhi was a little worried, Ye Hua asked lightly, “What’s the matter? Are you still worried 

about Ah Li?” 

“Well, I’m not worried.” Donghuang Baizhi murmured. 



Ye Hua can also understand Donghuang Baizhi’s mood. Of course, a mother would be like this: “Don’t 

worry, isn’t Ah Li very powerful now? Last time she threw that red giant around.” 

Donghuang Baizhi suddenly dazed for a moment, and asked Ye Hua, “How do you know about that 

incident?” 

“Ye Hua! That prince came that day, so you were there as well!!?” Qing Ya asked. 

“Uh…e, it seems so.” Ye Hua stammered, having a smart wife was also quite troublesome. If she didn’t 

pay attention to it, he would have passed through it. 

Qingya and Donghuang Baizhi started pinching Ye Hua’s face, looking fierce. 

‘Well, only you dare to pinch the face of this deity.’ 

“Weren’t you very happy that day? Watching us being bullied!!!” Qing Ya held back her mouth, looking 

very aggrieved. 

Ye Hua chuckled lightly: “Qing Ya, I only found the image of me in your hearts that day. Seriously, I had 

goosebumps.” 

The two of them rolled their eyes, resisting pinching Ye Hua. He was a complete jerk, and when he saw 

his wives being bullied, he was still laughing. 

“Actually, Ah Li secretly notified me that day. We were arguing, so I didn’t show up, but I believed in 

your strength, so I didn’t show up.” 

Donghuang Bai Zhijiao snorted: “You just don’t love us.” 

Ye Hua saw Baizhi acting like a baby. He lowered his head and kissed her, it was so cool! 

Xi Tingting walked with her head bowed. ‘The relationship between Mr. and Mrs. is really good, and they 

kiss each other while walking.’ 

“Ye Hua~” Qing Ya called out. 

‘My Qing Ya is jealous.’ 

Ye Hua played both sides to coax his wives. 

  

  

Chapter 457 

“Although I didn’t show up that day, that prince dared to be so disrespectful to you. I have already 

avenged you both, so you don’t have to worry.” Ye Hua put away his smile and said in a cold voice. 

Anyone who bullies his women can only compensate through death! Their souls will be tormented in 

hell. 

Qing Ya leaned close to Ye Hua and asked curiously: “How did you help avenge us?” 

“Kill them all.” Ye Hua said coldly, then looked at his wives. Were they moved? 



Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were taken aback when they heard this, and then they laughed 

coquettishly. 

“Ye Hua, now even if you don’t smoke and you still pretend to act cool.” Qing Ya gave Ye Hua a charming 

look. 

Donghuang Baizhi also smiled and said: “Yes, our Ye Hua is getting more and more good at bragging.” 

“Really, I never lie.” Ye Hua looked very serious. ‘They didn’t believe me and questioned this deity. It 

seems that when I go back tonight, I have to let them know the strength of this deity!’ 

Upon hearing Ye Hua say this, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi’s coquettish laughter became louder. 

He also said that he is not lying, but he said before that he only touches a woman once, but look now. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi will talk about it for the rest of their lives. 

Qing Ya said: “You still say you don’t lie, haven’t we been tricked by you? I gave you a baby.” 

“That’s because I love you.” 

Facing Ye Hua’s offensive sweet words, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were honey-stuck, snuggling up 

to Ye Hua, expressing their love. 

Ye Hua also enjoyed this moment very much, hugged them lightly, and kissed them on the forehead. 

“Hey, isn’t this Tingting? Sir, madam, hello.” Feng Lulan, whom they saw at noon, suddenly appeared 

with a smile. Beside him was a tall and mighty man. 

Feng Lulan took the initiative to introduce him: “This is Si Wenxuan from the imperial city, he is a grade-

two samurai.” 

Xi Tingting knew that he brought him to show off. 

Si Wenxuan stared at Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi, stunned. He never thought that such beautiful 

women would exist in such a small city. 

He had never seen this kind of beauty, even in the imperial capital. And this man actually has one in 

each hand! What a waste of beauty! 

“Hi, I’m from the noble faction of the imperial city, Si Wenxuan.” After speaking, he extended his hand 

toward Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi. It would be a very comfortable experience if he could touch their 

hands. 

It’s a pity that Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi didn’t have the desire to reach out at all. 

‘Beauty has personality. It seems that tonight will not be too boring.’ 

“Sir, I have a game over there, do you want to participate? It will be a delightful experience.” 

Si Wenxuan sent out an invitation. 

“Okay.” Ye Hua agreed instantly. 



‘It is said that I often pretend to act cool, but I seldom act cool in front of my wives. Today I have to do it 

once and let them know that I am not only the jealous king of the cultivation world but also the supreme 

king of bullying.’ 

‘And tonight there will be a shocking event to let them know how deep my love is.’ 

‘To be precise, the depth of my deception is the depth of my love for them.’ 

‘It seems that I have a goal tonight, which is to impress them and let them take the initiative at bed 

tonight.’ 

Xi Tingting said in a low voice: “Sir, the visitors are not kind. The people of the imperial city are 

incorporated and arrogant.” 

Ye Hua just nodded, hoping that they would be arrogant, otherwise how could he have an excuse to do 

things? He is a law-abiding citizen who never does bad things or kills indiscriminately, and even 

organizes his subordinates to encircle and suppress monsters in Long’an City. He should be given an 

Outstanding Citizen Award. 

“Guys, please follow me.” Si Wenxuan smiled politely, but his cunning eyes betrayed his looks. 

Feng Lulan was obviously here to show off. ‘What if Xi Tingting has a relationship with a warrior? I have 

a grade-two samurai, and a character from the imperial city!’ 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi still don’t know what Ye Hua is going to do, but in order to satisfy his 

pretentiousness, they will call 666 with all their strength later, to cheer him up.[666→Awesome, cool, 

excellent, etc.] 

Entering the bar, Ye Hua discovered the advantages of technology, which seemed really cool! 

But the music seemed to be similar, which was all electronic sound. It seems that music does not 

distinguish between galaxies. 

The hall downstairs was a place for ordinary people to have fun, and rich people all opened floating 

compartments above. 

Walking into the luxurious suspended private room was like walking into the deep sea. The people 

sitting in the private room were sitting on the bottom of the sea. If anyone reaches out to touch the 

underwater creatures, the latter will respond as if they were real. Amazing! 

Three men were sitting in the private room, surrounded by so-called “princesses”, and five guards 

standing around them, but they were not wearing mechas, as they were all low-level warriors. 

‘They are good enough to pretend to act cool in front of my wives. I hope they won’t be too cowardly. 

I’m going to play a big game tonight and let those spicy chickens back out, otherwise I will be annoyed to 

death, but this time I am traveling.’ 

The three people in the private room also saw Ye Hua’s appearance, but when they saw Qing Ya and 

Donghuang Baizhi, they were instantly fascinated. 



Why are these two women so beautiful? It’s hard to believe that there are such women in this world. 

They are so gorgeous! 

Coupled with their ethereal temperament, they wanted to have them! 

‘No wonder that Si Wenxuan was late, it turned out that he had arranged for beautiful women to come 

over. As for this man, we will find a way to arrange something for him later.’ 

“Hello, I’m Dai Anran of the noble faction, from the imperial city.” 

“Hello, I’m Shui Gao of the noble faction, from the imperial city.” 

“Hello, I’m Zhao Gang of the noble faction, from the imperial city.” 

The three men stood up politely and reached out to Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi, wanting to touch 

those delicate little hands. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi ignored them, which made them mad. Now, Ye Hua had an excuse to 

pretend to act cool. They could just look at Ye Hua with their beautiful eyes and satisfy his vanity. 

Being Ye Hua’s wife is really tiring, and they have to do various antics to satisfy him. 

“It’s all right, you three. Both young ladies are married.” Si Wenxuan said with a faint smile, but they 

won’t have a husband after a while… 

The man with the big bald head was Zhao Gang, who looked like a bad guy. If he was placed in a TV 

series, he would be a henchman. The kind who dies. 

“So the two ladies are married, I’m really sorry.” Zhao Gang said modestly, looking very polite. 

Dai Anran also smiled slightly: “I’m so sorry, I thought the two of them were single, which made me 

secretly happy.” 
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“Let’s all sit down together. We are all friends.” Shui Gao greeted them, and the escort beside him 

walked out of the private room. After all, seeing such a beautiful woman, and then looking at the escort 

beside him, he was about to throw up. 

Ye Hua sat aside with his wives in his arms, waiting quietly. 

”What a beauty. They are real beauties. Beauties that I have never seen before in this life!’ 

‘It’s really uncomfortable to see them being hugged by this man. These two beauties are snuggling in the 

man’s arms, acting obediently. It’s unbelievable, they are so good. They shouldn’t be matched with such 

a man.’ 

Xi Tingting stood by and was vigilant, feeling that something might happen. 

And Si Wenxuan also sat down with his arms around Feng Lulan, with a contemptuous smile on his lips. 



“Shui Gao, where did your subordinate Liu Qing go? Why didn’t he come out with you today?” Zhao 

Gang asked aloud. 

Shui Gao stretched his arms and leaned on the artificial intelligence sofa, and said lightly, “I let him go to 

She’s house to do something.” 

The meaning is to say, look at us, grade-one samurais can be used, and warriors are just bodyguards. 

Dai Anran chuckled: “My family recently hired a martial master from the imperial capital. He is very 

powerful. Next time I have a chance, I will bring him here for you to see him.” 

A slender hand caressed Si Wenxuan’s thigh, implying madly. 

Dai Anran shook his head: “The imperial capital is the place where experts gather. There are samurais 

and martial masters all over the place. If you don’t go to the imperial capital, you won’t even know how 

big Canglie is.” 

“Yeah, this Long’an City is just a small place. It’s really embarrassing that warriors can act dominantly 

here.” Zhao Gang’s words are saying that warriors are nothing, and you have never seen real power. 

It is to remind the two beauties that you should plan long-term. Don’t snuggle in the arms of a warrior. It 

is a very hopeless thing. With your looks, it is enough to be the president’s mistress. 

Maybe they can climb up to a martial king, and enjoy glory and wealth in the future. 

“Young Master Dai, I have heard that your family is planning to move to the imperial capital?” Shui Gao 

asked lightly. 

Dai Anran pursed his lips and took a sip from the wine glass: “All the families are sharpening their blades 

to drill into the imperial capital, but the water in the imperial capital is so deep, maybe the whole family 

will be ruined. Without sufficient resources, it isn’t easy to go to the imperial capital.” 

“When Young Master Dai goes to the imperial capital to hang out, don’t forget us brothers.” Si Wenxuan 

picked up the wine glass, and the latter touched it with a smile: “Of course.” 

Then the four started talking about big things, who has developed, who has made a breakthrough, how 

much money they have, how many houses have been demolished, and the stock price will fall as they 

wish, which they don’t buy anyway. 

The meaning expressed is that you people in small places do not understand the lives of people like us at 

all, and I will tell you about it to let you gain some insight. 

Feng Lulan was fascinated by what she heard. She really envied those who lived in the imperial capital. 

Ye Hua wanted to leave, ‘You have laid the groundwork for so long and still haven’t done anything. This 

deity will go find someone else!’ 

It’s really frustrating to be idle. Seeing that his wives are about to fall asleep, it’s better to carry them to 

bed and sleep. 

“May I ask what your name is?” Shui Gao asked suddenly. 



Ye Hua suddenly regained his spirits, you finally stopped bragging! 

“Just call me Boss Ye.” Ye Hua said lightly. 

Boss Ye??? 

The four of them are a bit confused. We are the sons of the imperial city. We have noble blood. Our own 

strength is at the level of samurai, and all of our subordinates are also samurais. Do you actually want a 

samurai to call you the boss? How dare you get such courage? 

Such an arrogant man, I will take a good look at you later! Spicy chicken! 

For the sake of those two beauties, bear with him now. 

“Is Boss Ye interested in playing games?” Dai Anran asked indifferently, ‘I’ll beat you like a dog later. 

Pretending to act cool? Spicy chicken!’ 

Ye Hua asked lightly: “What are you playing?” 

Si Wenxuan chuckled, raised his hand, and a virtual console appeared. 

Ye Hua felt that the suspended private room was moving, and it seemed that it was going to another 

place. 

“Gambling.” Si Wenxuan laughed. 

‘This deity likes to gamble!’ 

‘I hope you can pay back the money you owe on time, otherwise… the consequences will be worse than 

Xiao Yi.’ 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi, who were squinting at first, heard that Ye Hua was going to gamble. Qing 

Ya thought of that gamble, feeling really excited. 

Soon the floating private room reached its destination, and suddenly the room became transparent. It 

felt as if they were standing in the air, and there was a large arena under their feet. 

A bloody fight was taking place inside. 

Following the bloody battle, the excitement of the audience was ignited, and the entire arena seemed to 

be raised. 

In order to live, many people will take risks to participate in the arena. If they win, they will get a lot of 

money. If they lose, they will be gone! 

Moreover, the winning streak players are well-known and some even entered the imperial city arena in 

one jump. 

“How to bet?” Ye Hua asked curiously. 

“We guess which side wins the battle.” Si Wenxuan laughed. 

Ye Hua nodded, this is very simple. 



“How much is the bet?” Ye Hua continued to ask. 

“Boss Ye, you can come bid as much as you want.” Shui Gao said in a contemptuous tone. 

Ye Hua smelled the fragrance of Qing Ya’s hair, and said lightly: “I like to gamble with family property.” 

After hearing this, Qing Ya really wanted to laugh. 

The four of them were taken aback when they heard this and started laughing. Isn’t this hilarious? 

“Boss Ye really knows how to joke.” Zhao Gang laughed. People who gamble with their fortunes are 

generally crazy. 

Ye Hua said in a low voice: “Aren’t you rich? You have said so much just now, don’t you dare?” 

Provocative! This is provocative! 

How can they say no in front of such exquisite women? Even if it isn’t optimal, they will! 

“Boss Ye, Since you said you wanted to gamble on your family property, how much property do you 

have?” Dai Anran asked, ‘This man was so arrogant that he even spoke so brazenly in front of the four 

princes in the imperial city. If you say you want to gamble with family property, we are afraid that you 

can’t afford to lose!’ 

Ye Hua definitely doesn’t count on Xi Tingting as he decides to do it himself. 

He found a weapon in his ring, and threw it on the table: “This is my family property.” 

Looking at the big knife with a faint green glow on the table, the four young masters were stunned, their 

eyes widened. Their mouths can hold rough sausages. 

Xi Tingting exclaimed: “Sir! This is a primordial divine weapon!” 

‘This Flowing Lotus Knife was snatched from someone. It is a spicy chicken weapon that I forgot to throw 

away.’ 
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‘There are so many spicy chicken weapons, so I simply took one out for a gamble. If I take out a better 

one, I’m afraid they won’t be able to bear it, but even if it is the spiciest chicken, they seem to be 

shocked.’ 

‘This deity likes their expressions.’ 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi cast mournful gazes as if they were asking why such a weapon was not 

given to us, and it was still hidden. You really don’t love your wives. 

Ye Hua put his arms around them, ‘How can you use this kind of spicy chicken? It is not worthy of this 

deity’s woman at all!’ 



“Xi Tingting, how much do you think my knife is worth?” Ye Hua asked aloud. 

Xi Tingting was surprised for a while, and said in panic: “Sir, the cosmic artifact is priceless!” 

At this time, the four princes were still in shock. None of the martial kings have a cosmic artifact. It 

seems that only the president has such a weapon! 

If they win this cosmic artifact, wouldn’t they be able to reach the sky with one swoop? 

Although this spicy chicken knife is nothing to Ye Hua, it is made by Supreme after all. No matter how 

spicy a chicken weapon is, it is a treasure to others. Just like Hong, who was killed, he had collected so 

many godly items to forge a primordial divine weapon. This Flowing Lotus Knife is the strongest 

primordial divine weapon. 

Ye Hua let go of his wives waist, and looked at the four men in front of him: “I will use this knife to bet 

all your belongings!” 

The four men gasped, completely stunned. They did not dare to say anything or do anything. 

The self-confidence they had a few minutes ago had already been rubbed into the ground. 

Xi Tingting really doesn’t know who they are now. ‘He took out a primordial divine weapon this easily, 

and that too for gambling. Even if the four of them spend all their money, they still can’t buy a 

primordial divine weapon, sir. It’s crazy!’ 

The appearance of this primordial divine weapon will definitely cause a sensation, and when the time 

comes, all parties will come to grab it. It will be very troublesome. 

‘Sir, it was a fool’s move.’ 

And that Feng Lulan sat in a daze the whole time, looking at the primordial divine weapon on the table. 

She never thought that one day, she would be so close to the primordial divine weapon! 

“Boss Ye, let me discuss it with the family.” Dai Anran said seriously, and immediately contacted the 

family. 

The same is true for the other three. Only by uniting the strength of the four families can they obtain 

this primordial divine weapon. 

Ye Hua waved his hand, ‘You can discuss whatever you want, anyway, this deity is sure to win.’ 

After a long time, the four young masters in the main city had their answers. Si Wenxuan said in a deep 

voice, “We each offer 50 billion gold coins, and the total is 200 billion gold coins. What does Boss Ye 

think?” 

Ye Hua didn’t answer but turned to Xi Tingting and asked: “Is 50 billion all the property they have?” 

Xi Tingting frowned slightly. Although it was a simple question, it was also related to her stance. If she 

made the wrong choice, she would face dire consequences! 

‘Should I stand on the side of Sir, or on the side of the four masters in the imperial city?’ 



‘It must not be easy for Sir to take out a primordial divine weapon. Since you are gambling with your 

family property, then I, Xi Tingting, can only gamble on the fate of my family!’ 

“Sir, 50 billion is not the whole family’s property. Each family’s property should be around 150 billion 

gold coins.” Xi Tingting’s words made Si Shao’s teeth itch. If he succeeds this time, he must kill this 

woman! 

Ye Hua grasped the knife on the table, and suddenly a green light flourished: “You are very dishonest!” 

“Boss Ye, I have something to say, it is late at night, and it is difficult to mobilize such a huge amount of 

funds!” Zhao Gang hastily explained. 

Ye Hua ignored him, and asked Xi Tingting again: “Is he telling the truth?” 

Xi Tingting shook her head: “If he has the heart, it can be completed in about 10 minutes.” 

The four masters couldn’t wait to chop, grill, and eat Xi Tingting’s meat! 

“I’ll give you ten minutes! If you don’t want to gamble, then forget about it. I’ll go find someone else.” 

“Boss Ye, wait, I’ll make contact again!” Shui Gao said hastily. 

The four of them started to contact their families again. From the tone of the conversation, it could be 

heard that they were very nervous. 

Ten minutes later. 

“Boss Ye, time is really tight! We each have 100 billion gold coins, and the remaining 50 billion will be in 

place in half an hour!” Si Wenxuan said in a deep voice. 

Ye Hua thought that 600 billion gold coins should be used as travel expenses for this trip. 

“Xi Tingting, go and see if they are lying.” Ye Hua said aloud. 

Xi Tingting exported the system and compared the cards on the table one by one: “Sir, there is nothing 

wrong.” 

“Then let’s start!” Ye Hua threw the knife in his hand on the table, as if he was throwing a fruit knife. 

Seeing it, the four young masters were very distressed, and at the same time, they were also curious 

about this man’s identity. It’s unbelievable that he took out a primordial divine weapon this casually. 

If they hadn’t seen it with their own eyes, they wouldn’t believe it even if they were killed! After all, the 

rarity of a primordial divine weapon is abysmal. Once they get it, there will be a seamless wave of 

domination! 

However, how to divide this knife is also a problem, but it is just a follow-up! 

A projection appeared in front of them; this was the next contestant! 

Ye Hua glanced at him. There was a dwarf elf and a three-meter-tall orc, who was also the winning 

streak champion! This is a one-sided battle. As long as there is nothing wrong with their brains, they will 

bet on the orc to win. The ratio of the orc is very low, but for the little elf, it’s 1:1000! 



“You choose first, I will choose the opponent.” Ye Hua said lightly, as he put his hands around his wives 

waist again, stroking slowly. This is simply a heaven-like enjoyment. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi nestled in his arms, quietly watching him pretending to act cool. For 

them, this was also a kind of enjoyment. His strength gave them an infinite sense of security. 

Not to mention, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi became more dependent on Ye Hua after the 

misunderstanding was resolved. 

And Ye Hua also took Lie Gu’s advice, so that they had no time to think about other things. They were in 

a state of wandering souls all day long, especially Donghuang Baizhi, who was so comfortable that she 

didn’t even want to get up. 

The four young masters were overjoyed when they heard Ye Hua’s words. This was obviously a golden 

opportunity! 

The four exchanged thoughts for a while, and Dai Anran smiled and said, “Boss Ye, then we’ll choose the 

orc named Rodney!” 

“Then I will choose Brett, the elf.” Ye Hua said lightly. 

Xi Tingting was puzzled, ‘Why did sir choose the weak elf? There is no chance of winning anymore. The 

orc Rodney had already won five combats in a row!’ 

  

  

Chapter 460 

“Boss Ye, since you have made your choice, don’t go back on your words.” Zhao Gang reminded. This 

bet was already in their pockets. 

Ye Hua said coldly: “Since I said it, there will be no falsehood! I am the literal credibility!” 

This sentence provoked Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi as they stretched out their hands to pinch Ye 

Hua’s waist again. Do you still have credibility!? You are a big liar~ 

‘These two women pinched the waist of this deity again, you are the only ones in this universe who dare 

to do this!’ 

“Then I wish Boss Ye good luck.” Si Wenxuan chuckled, appearing confident. 

Ye Hua said calmly: “My good luck is always with me, I don’t need you to worry about it.” 

‘These two beauties followed him because of the primordial divine weapon. If it is gone, these two 

beauties will definitely find another man.’ 

‘And whoever owns the primordial divine weapon will win the heart of these beautiful women.’ 

In the arena, the host started introducing the participants. 

“The following is the orc who has won five consecutive victories! Rodney!” 



As the host stopped speaking, the iron gate on the side slowly opened, and a three-meter-tall orc 

walked out slowly panting heavily. Wearing a simple chain-mail and holding an iron ax in his right hand, 

with the blood of his opponent! 

Roar! 

Rodney let out a beast-like howl, making the audience excited. During the day they worked under 

pressure, but at night, they began to release their nature, eager to see a bloody battle! 

“Look at Rodney’s strong muscles, those explosive arms, and the iron ax in his hand is already hungry for 

blood. Will he win the sixth game? The elf, on the other hand, is Brett!” 

An iron gate opposite Rodney opened, and a short man, around 1.1 meters, came out slowly. He was 

dressed in simple white clothes. He looked very handsome, with big dark green eyes and ears. His ears 

were very long and pointed, having the characteristics of elves, with fair skin. He held a wooden bow, 

and carried an arrow basket on his back, with five feathered arrows pointing out. 

But can the iron arrow really pierce the orc’s skin? It’s obviously a toilsome task. 

“The rookie, Brett, is good with bows and arrows. With his petite body, he must have good speed. 

Although there is a slight difference in strength, I believe that Brett will have good results. Let’s wait and 

see.” 

Following the host’s words, the betting on Brett’s winning increased again. After all, such odds are very 

attractive. If he really wins, it would be the best outcome for them. 

The host looked at the news of the betting, and thought secretly, ‘How could this little guy win?’ 

Brett shook his lips, holding the bow and arrow tightly in his right hand. His eyes looked a little confused, 

especially when he looked around. The black crowd and the cheers in his ears made him even more at a 

loss. 

‘No! Brett! You can’t be afraid! Grandpa is still waiting for you to return. You have to use the money you 

win to treat grandpa’s illness! Otherwise, grandpa will die!’ 

Thinking of his grandpa lying on his deathbed, Brett’s eyes became firmer. If he wins this battle, he will 

be rewarded with 1,000 gold coins, and he will be able to save his grandpa’s life! 

‘I must win! ‘ 

Ye Hua was standing in the sky, betting hundreds of billions, and this guy was desperate for 1,000 gold 

coins. Whether this is a blessing or a curse, no one can tell. 

Ye Hua, who was sitting in the suspended private room, saw Brett through the big screen. His firm eyes 

reminded Ye Hua of his weak self of the past. It was a difficult and dangerous life. In addition to 

cultivating, he also had to avoid human beings as they hunted him down. 

Those days are still fresh in Ye Hua’s memory. He kept telling himself that only when he becomes 

stronger can he not be bullied by others! Only then could he control his own destiny! 



In Ye Hua’s heart, there is at least a sliver of hope if you work hard. If you don’t even work, you will be a 

salted fish for a lifetime. You will never be able to turn your situation around. Even if you turn it over, 

you will still be a salted fish. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi looked at Brett on the screen. They couldn’t bear it, but they didn’t talk 

to Ye Hua, lest he start lecturing them about their benevolence again. 

So Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi simply buried their heads in his arms, not wanting to see any further. 

Ye Hua thought to himself, ‘Little guy, today is a gamble for the deity, you are lucky!’ 

In the arena 

Brett stared at Rodney, who was twenty meters away from him. He pulled out a feathered arrow to rest 

on the bow. Facing such a huge monster, he had a feeling of powerlessness. 

As the sound of the battle started, bursts of noise erupted on the scene. 

“Kill him! Hack that dwarf to death with your axe!” 

“Kill! Kill! Kill!” 

“I want to see you tear that dwarf’s body apart!” 

“I want to see you drink the dwarf’s blood and tear him apart! ” 

Hearing these voices, Brett was at a loss. He didn’t offend them at all. Why do they want him to die? 

Roar! 

Rodney roared again, leaning forward and running towards Brett. 

Faced with such a ferocious momentum, Brett was completely stunned. He stood still and forgot to 

move. 

Rodney jumped up, holding up the ax with both hands. The moment it reaches, Brett will be split in half. 

The audience seemed to have guessed the result, as they all held their breath, ready to celebrate his 

victory. But those who bet on Brett shook their heads. As expected, they shouldn’t have believed the 

host’s words. He was too deceitful. 

In the suspended private room, the four young masters were so agitated that they clenched their fists 

tightly. Si Wenxuan’s hand was originally on Feng Lulan’s thigh, but now he was so nervous that he 

tightly squeezed Feng Lulan’s thigh. As Feng Lulan stared at the screen, she even forgot to cry out in 

pain. 

Xi Tingting also held her breath. Did he just lose? This is too fast! 

That is a primordial divine weapon, and it was going to disappear within ten seconds… 

Ye Hua looked very calm and confident in Brett. 

‘This deity will cheat? That is impossible. This deity has never cheated.’ 



Although Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi planned not to look, all women were devious as they started 

nervously at the screen. 

At this moment, Brett stared blankly at the tall orc. Even the bloodshot eyeballs could be seen very 

clearly. 

Grandpa’s pale face appeared in his mind, he couldn’t die! 

‘I want to take the winnings and go back to treat grandpa!’ 

At the critical moment, Brett rolled sideways. 

Bang! 

The iron ax hit the ground, half of the ax blade sank in, showing how strong the orc was. 

There was an uproar at the scene. They didn’t expect this little man to escape the attack of the orc. 

 


